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Sunday, July 7, 2019

Good morning to you all,
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I have been playing around in the background of the website for much of the week, not that I
can really do a great deal, other than changing the page format & background, without
wiping the whole content & starting over.
But the biggest changes I have made are on the Daily Updates page, which I have now
renamed the Daily Uploads page, as I really don’t have anything to tell you most days. So in
future I will simply be posting the upload along with a link to the page, & letting you know if
there are any new pictures in the gallery.
Image 1: I have cut a few sheets from the current Simple paper collection, so we are down to
the final seven this week as that may be a page & I can do something with, due to the fact
that I wipe it at the end of each collection anyhow?
Image 2: The first of two templates I have coming up for you this week is this split mini milk
carton. I should have taken an image of the two parts to show you but the top comes off to
reveal an open topped cube box beneath. I just dug it back out of the big drawer under the
bed to remind me to take more pictures to upload along with the templates in the week.
Image 3: The fifth design I did using these amazing bird images now, well if you don’t count
the owl design set I uploaded last week anyhow! Again it wasn’t the subject matter that
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attracted me to these images but the fine detail work the artist used within them, so a simple
oval decoupage format compliments all of that work beautifully.
Images 4 & 5: The final sheets from the rose file now; this one is a very detailed decoupage
using these deep red roses & the following sheet is the background paper I designed to
accompany this particular rose.
Image 6: The first of the two George Barbier decoupages I am running with in the coming
week, here I also added a couple of mini images too so you can use those elsewhere in your
project, such as the insert, back of the card or on the envelope?
Image 7: The second template I have coming up for you this week is this pretty votive candle
box, I have been trying to remember where I bought this pack of votive candles from but the
only store that springs to mind is Wilko? Anyhow, I am sure that there are lots of places that
sell them or something very similar, but I just made a note to remind myself to measure one
so that I can tell you the size, but this cute little box would work just as well filled with any
number of things.
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Image 8: A project for you now, this card has a box to hold four tea light candles built in,
actually I just remembered that I created one many, many years ago so it was definitely time
for an update on it! It is really so easy to put together that the project notes would easily have
fitted on one side of a sheet of paper, if I hadn’t added the photograph & a diagram!
Image 9: The second of the George Barbier inspired sheets now being the/is lady holding an
enormous feather. Again this is a regular decoupage format as I begun with that format
before swapping to the oval decoupage type.
Image 10: The bonus sheet for this morning is a pretty traditional Christmas decoupage, but I
have a few other sheets to upload directly to their pages for you too, so watch out for those
as you browse.
Rita x

